
 

 
 

 

To: 

 

Public Services Committee of Dublin City Council 

From: Dana L. McDaniel, City Manager 

Date: February 10, 2022 

Initiated  By: Megan O’Callaghan, Deputy City Manager/Finance and Development Officer    
Jennifer M. Rauch, AICP, Director of Planning                                                   
Jean-Ellen Willis, PE, Deputy Director of Transportation and Mobility                
J.M. Rayburn, Planner II 

Re: Mobility Study Update  – Micro-mobility Demonstration Pilot Update 

Background  

This memo provides an update on the micro-mobility demonstration pilot. This proposed pilot 
project is consistent with previous discussions with the Public Services Committee in 2021 when 
the topic of micro-mobility vehicles, and specifically Bird scooters operating in Dublin, were 
contemplated and received favorable feedback. Given the recommendations of the Frantz Road 
Alternative Transportation Lane Study combined with the interest of Bird to operate in Dublin, staff 
proposed to merge the two into a single pilot project at the November 2021 meeting of the Public 
Services Committee. The Public Services Committee requested staff provide follow up information 
regarding the Demonstration Pilot boundaries, timeline, Bird e-scooters phasing, speed limits, 
parking management, and sidewalk congestion mitigation. 

 
Pilot Boundaries 
Staff proposed a two-phase approach for the pilot boundaries. Phase 1 would extend south from 
Interstate 270 to Tuttle Crossing Boulevard and west from Sawmill Road to Interstate 270, as 
shown in Figure 1. Phase 1 has a minimum three-month duration. During this phase, staff will 
monitor and evaluate micro-mobility activity in conjunction with an education and marketing 
campaign. Should Phase 1 prove successful, the pilot boundaries would be expanded citywide. 
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Figure 1: Pilot Boundaries for Phase 1 (purple) and CoGo Stations (green) 
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Demonstration Pilot - Timeline 
Staff is proposing the following: 
Pilot Planning and Approvals (February 2022 to April 2022) 

 Review demonstration project with the Public Services Committee 

 Finalize goals, scope, timeline and evaluation 
 Create an engagement and communications plan to educate the public on boundaries of 

the pilot, expectations of drivers and micro-mobility users, and enforcement practices 
 Staff anticipates to provide City Council the demonstration project parameters and details 

and request that Council temporarily suspend Code at the April 11, 2022 meeting 
Phase 1 (May 2022 to July 2022) 

 Demonstration pilot commences in May 2022 in recognition of National Bike Month 
 Pilot launched within defined Phase 1 boundaries 
 Monitor and evaluate Phase 1 area for a minimum of 3 months 

 Implement communications plan 
Phase 2 (August 2022 to May 2023) 

 Expand pilot boundaries citywide 
 Monitor and evaluate Phase 2 area for 9 months 
 Continue communications plan 

Pilot Concludes (June 2023) 
 Conclude demonstration pilot 
 Report findings to the Public Services Committee and City Council and provide 

recommendations for next steps 
 
Proposed Code Section for Temporary Suspension  
As mentioned previously, staff identified one section of the Dublin Code that would need to be 
suspended as part of the demonstration pilot. With the support of the Committee, staff will request 
that Council temporarily suspend this section of Code at the meeting scheduled for April 11, 2022. 

 § 72.061  Driving upon sidewalks, bike paths, street lawns or other areas 
o No person shall drive or operate any vehicle, other than a bicycle, upon a sidewalk 

or sidewalk area, or bike path, except upon a permanent or duly authorized 
temporary driveway. 

 
 
Bird and CoGo  
Bird plans to start with 50 e-scooters in the Phase 1 pilot area. As useage grows and the operating 
zone expands citywide, Bird would look to increase based on utilization. Bird has proposed to 
increase its fleet by 20 scooters when the average rides-per-day exceeds two (2) over the duration 
of a month. It is anticipated that with the larger citywide zone, the fleet of Bird e-scooters would 
grow to about 100-125 scooters. With respect to CoGo Bike Share, staff plans to deploy four bike 
share stations this year at the DCRC, the parking garage at the library, North Market Bridge Park, 
and at Frantz Road and Metro Place North. Staff will request funding in the 2023-2027 CIP to 
expand the CoGo system at five locations including Dublin City Hall, the Dale Drive COTA Park & 
Ride, the DCS Emerald Campus, the East Plaza at Riverside Crossing Park, and Frantz Road & 
Rings Road. Each of these stations will have 11 docks for parking CoGo bikes.   
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Tools that Bird uses to encourage safe riding and parking include 
geo-fencing, Community Safety Zones, and in-app notifications 
and incentives. Geo-fences and Community Safety Zones were 
described in the November 10, 2021 memo and is attached for 
reference. 
 
The Public Services Committee requested staff consider limiting 
parking areas, especially in pedestrian zones. Bird recommends 
embedding virtual parking locations in Historic Dublin and the 
Bridge Street District, as shown in Figure 3. This feature allows 
acceptable parking locations to be highlighted in the Bird app with 
a photo for the rider to reference in addition to in-app incentives 
such as a credit. This feature will help educate riders on 
acceptable parking locations in order to mitigate sidewalk clutter 
and congestion. In the event that a Bird e-scooter parks outside a 
recommended location, a notification is sent to the local Fleet 
Manager to rebalance the scooters back to the designated 
locations. Furthermore, Bird has confirmed the capability to 
implement No Ride Zones for streets such as Longshore Street 
and special events such as the Dublin Market at Bridge Park and 
the Irish Festival. 
 
The Public Services Committee requested staff explore sidewalk 
congestion mitigation measures in areas with narrow sidewalks. 
This is being addressed in two areas and includes five components: 
a mobility boulevard, parking management, targeted scooter 
parking, a pedestrian only zone, and new signage.                                                                                           

Figure 3: Embedded Parking 
Locations in Bird’s app 

Figure 2: Example of Bird’s  
in-app messaging 
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Historic Dublin 
Staff is proposing a ‘mobility boulevard’ to create designated 
corridors for micro-mobility traffic that parallel streets with 
narrow sidewalks. Mobility boulevards are in essence bike 
boulevards but are inclusive for all micro-mobility users. 
According to the National Association of City Transportation 
Officials (NACTO), bike boulevards should be designed for 
streets with motor vehicle volumes under 1,500 vehicles per day 
(VPD), with up to 3,000 VPD allowed in limited sections of a bike 
boulevard corridor. Based on this criteria, staff has identified a 
potential route on low volume streets within Historic Dublin as a 
start.  
 
For the timeframe of the demonstration pilot, Darby Street 
(2,000 VPD) and Mill Lane (1,000 VPD) provide a parallel route 
to High Street and have traffic volumes under the 3,000 max 
VPD guidance from NACTO. The mobility boulevard would 
extend from North Street to John Wright Lane as a low-stress 
alternative to High Street, as shown in Figure 4. Both Darby 
Street and Mill Lane are designated as alleyways and have a 
speed limit of 15 MPH. According to recent speed surveys, the 
average speed for both segments is approximately 14 MPH. 
Lower speed limits can increase comfort and safety for users. 
Additionally, users of this proposed Mobility Boulevard could use 
the existing enhanced crosswalk for crossing Bridge Street.  
                                                                                                                                             
With the establishment of the Historic Dublin 
Mobility Boulevard, staff proposes a parking 
management plan for micro-mobility 
vehicles that builds off existing facilities 
within the district, as shown in red in Figure 
5. Specifically, staff is proposing micro-
mobility parking at existing public bike racks 
at six (6) locations. These include bike racks 
at Gateway Brewing Company, at The 
Avenue, at the southwest corner of the 
intersection of North Street and North High 
Street, inside the library parking garage, at 
the Darby Street parking lot, and adjacent 
to the Franklin Street Parking lot. 
Additionally, staff is proposing the 
conversion of an on-street parking space on 
Mill Lane to a micro-mobility parking space, 
as shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Proposed Mobility Boulevard 
(yellow) in the Historic District 

 

Bridge St 

Bridge St 

Existing bike racks 

Add parking area 

Mobility Boulevard 

Figure 5: Proposed Micro-mobility Parking 
Management Plan in Historic Dublin 
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Figure 6: Proposed conversion of one (1) vehicular parking space on Mill Lane (orange) to 
micro-mobility parking area 

Convert space to 
micro-mobility 

parking 

Mobility Boulevard 

Existing parking space 

Figure 7: Street view of proposed micro-mobility parking area (orange) on Mill Lane 
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Finally, staff is proposing the addition of a scooter parking area at the intersection of John Wright Lane 
and Mill Lane, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. At this time, staff is not proposing the conversion of a 
parking space at the John Wright Parking Lot; however, staff would propose the conversion of one 
parking space for a temporary bike rack, if demand warrants it, as shown in Figure 10.  

 

 

 

John Wright 
Parking Lot 

Figure 8: Aerial view of proposed scooter parking (orange) at the intersection of John 
Wright Lane and Mill Lane 

Figure 9: Street view of proposed scooter parking area at John Wright Parking Lot 

Dublin Chamber 
of Commerce 
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Bridge Park  

Staff is proposing a series of micro-mobility parking locations at 
existing pocket parks lining Longshore Street. A total of five (5) 
pocket parks line Longshore Street; three (3) linking to 
Riverside Drive to the west and two (2) linking to Mooney Street 
to the east, as shown in Figure 11. These pocket parks feature 
accessible paths spanning the width of each block, which 
permits access for micro-mobility vehicles. Concurrently, staff 
proposes a ‘No Ride Zone’ on Longshore Street, spanning from 
John Shields Parkway to Banker Drive. This is similar to a policy 
adopted by the City of Columbus in September 2021 for High 
Street in the Short North Arts District. Columbus users are not 
able to park or ride rentable scooters along North High Street 
between Goodale Street and Fifth Avenue. Messaging could 
appear in apps for Bird and CoGo that designate Longshore 
Street as a ‘No Ride Zone’ for scooters and bicycles, as shown in 
Figure 12. Micro-mobility traffic would be funneled to Mooney 
Street and to the Emerald Trail on Riverside Drive. Micro-
mobility parking would be designated at the east and west end 
of each pocket park and at the corners of each intersection of 
Longshore Street at Banker Drive, Bridge Park Avenue, Tuller 
Ridge Drive, and John Shields Parkway. Under this scenario, if 
micro-mobility users want to access Longshore Street, they 
would have to complete their trip in a designated parking area 

Figure 10: Street view of proposed scooter parking with proposed space for a temporary bike rack 

Figure 11: Existing pocket parks 
(magenta) and Longshore ‘No Ride 

Zone’ (yellow) in Bridge Park 
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and travel Longshore Street as a pedestrian. Staff is coordinating 
the specific locations within the pocket parks for micro-mobility 
parking with Crawford Hoying. Furthermore, City staff will work 
with Crawford Hoying, Bird and CoGo to educate riders and the 
general public to park their vehicles at bike racks and designated 
areas. For example, Bird has the ability to customize in-app 
messaging and can link riders to a City webpage outlining 
appropriate parking and safe riding, prior to the first ride.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Demonstration Pilot Cost Estimates – Signs, Light Poles, and Materials 
In order to implement the demonstration pilot as proposed, there would be costs associated with new 
signs, replacement light poles, and materials such as the glow pavers. 
 
Further efforts to mitigate sidewalk congestion point to looking at existing infrastructure with a new 
lens, specifically the Bridge Street District cycle track. To enhance safety and amplify awareness of the 
existing cycle track in the Bridge Street District, staff is proposing a collection of signs that will be 
strategically placed along the cycle track route. These proposed signs may be cantilevered on existing 
public infrastructure, as shown in Figures 13 through 17, or exist independently within the right-of-
way. These signs could be retroreflective or possibly illuminated.  
 
Staff estimates the costs for each of these signs could range from approximately $200 to $15,000. For 
a standard two-inch square post sign with sheeting in aluminum, much like a speed limit sign, the cost 
would be closer to $200 and can be made in-house by City staff. For a more complex sign, similar to 
the wayfinding signs shown in Figures 16 and 17, the cost is about $15,000. The higher costs of the 
wayfinding signs include the concrete base, powder coated aluminum pole, and decorative pole base 
as well as the costs for labor. For the demonstration pilot, staff recommends making the lower cost 
signs in house and then implementing the rest of the signs pending a successful pilot.  

Additionally, some of the proposed cantilevered signs would most likely require the replacement of 
some existing light poles that are not designed structurally to withstand the extra weight of additional 
signage. Staff would identify a suitable replacement light pole structure that would also support the 
proposed signs. There is funding available in this year’s CIP to upgrade a few light poles for this 
purpose.   

Figure 12: High Street ‘No 
Ride Zone’ in Lime app 
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Staff is proposing the 70-square-foot scooter parking area to be identified with pervious or permeable 
pavers, which the City has in supply. Figure 18 provides an example of a pervious paver treatment, 
showing two different pattern styles. Another option for the Committee to consider is a paver product 

Figure 13: Example of sign to amplify awareness 
of Downtown Dublin Cycle Track 

 

Figure 14: Example of sign to amplify awareness of 
Downtown Dublin Cycle Track 

 

Figure 15: Example of sign to 
amplify awareness of 

Downtown Dublin Cycle Track 

 

Figure 16: Example of 
rectangular sign on existing 

wayfinding signs 

 

Figure 17: Example of circular 
sign on existing wayfinding 

signs 
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that has glow-in-the-dark components, as shown in Figures 19 and 20. This location provides an 
opportunity to test glow-in-the-dark pavers for possible application in future mobility projects. The 
example shown below is from a manufacturer called Glow Path Pavers, which claim a continuous glow 
of their pavers for six (6) to eight (8) hours after dark. Staff is investigating the cost of installing 70 
square feet of glow pavers. 

 

   

 

If the Committee supports the use of glow pavers, staff could use funding from the Shared Micro-
mobility allocation in the 2022-2026 CIP, which provides funding to develop a bike and/or scooter 
share program. For supplemental pavement markings to indicate designated parking areas and the 
Historic Dublin Mobility Boulevard, there is funding available in the 2022-2026 CIP.  

 

Recommendation 

Staff would like to review several discussion topics with the Public Services Committee including: 

1. Is the Committee supportive of the proposed timeline and components outlined for the 
demonstration pilot? 

2. Is the Public Services Committee supportive of the proposed Bird and CoGo Bike Share fleet 
sizes? 

3. Is the Public Services Committee supportive of the proposed sidewalk congestion mitigation 
measures and locations? 

4. Does the Public Services Committee have a preference for traditional pervious pavers or 
glow pavers? 

5. Does the Public Services Committee have a preference for signs associated with the 
demonstration project?  

6. Does the Committee have a preference for retroreflective signs or illuminated signs or a 
mix? 

7. Other considerations. 

Figure 18: Example of 
pervious pavers 

Figure 19: Examples of 
Glow Path Pavers 

Figure 20: Glow Path 
Pavers after dark 
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Public Services Committee of Dublin City Council 

From: Dana L. McDaniel, City Manager 

Date: February 10, 2022 

Initiated  By: Megan O’Callaghan, Deputy City Manager/Finance and Development Officer    
Jennifer M. Rauch, AICP, Director of Planning                                                   
Jean-Ellen Willis, PE, Deputy Director of Transportation and Mobility 
J.M. Rayburn, Planner II 

Re: Mobility Study Update  – Dublin Community Recreation Center (DCRC) Mobility 
Hub Update 

 

Background 

Staff presented mobility hub concepts to the Public Services Committee on May 3, 2021 and June 
15, 2021 and received favorable feedback. Funding for Mobility Hubs is included in the 2022-2026 
Capital Improvements Program (CIP). The Dublin Community Recreation Center (DCRC) was 
selected as the site of Dublin’s inaugural mobility hub due to the opportunity to leverage a grant 
award of $20,000 from AARP Ohio. As such, staff prioritized this location.  
 

Design Update 

HDR Engineering was selected as the engineering consultant to provide a detailed design of the 
DCRC mobility hub. Staff received non-binding feedback on the conceptual design of the mobility 
hub from the Planning and Zoning Commission on December 8, 2021. Generally speaking, the 
Commission shared a preference for a contemporary aesthetic that does not mimic the architecture 
of the DCRC, but rather enhances it. The Commission added that the mobility hub should not read 
as a bus stop and instead should be a public space with mobility components that speak to the site 
context. Finally, the Commission was supportive of a cantilevered, steel canopy shelter structure 
with a wood underdeck reminiscent of the East Plaza Pavilion at Riverside Crossing Park. The 
Commission would like sustainable components incorporated into the mobility hub, such as a solar 
array on the canopy structure. 
 
The proposed site layout plan for the mobility hub is shown in Figure 2 on the next page. The 
mobility canopy, CoGo bike share station, relocated bike rack, proposed sign and bollard locations 
are highlighted. The bollards will provide soft lighting during the evening hours to illuminate the 
new curb ramp location for ease of boarding and alighting, while the new sign will provide the 
AARP recognition as required by the terms of the grant. 
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Figure 1: Proposed Site Layout of the DCRC Mobility Hub 
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Estimated Cost Update 

The funds for mobility hubs were programmed in the 2022-2026 CIP with the assumption that the 
design work for four mobility hubs would occur in 2022 and construction was reflected to occur in 
2023. Upon receiving the grant award from AARP Ohio, the DCRC mobility hub needed to be 
prioritized for design and construction in 2022. Subsequently, initial cost estimates to construct the 
proposed mobility hub exceed the $125,000 amount allocated for Mobility Hubs in the 2022-2026 
CIP. Therefore, staff is presenting two potential funding options for consideration. 
 
Funding Option 1 
Funding Option 1 is anticipated to provide for construction of the complete DCRC Mobility Hub in 
2022 as shown in Figure 2. 

 
This would satisfy the terms of the AARP Ohio grant and includes the concrete work and other site 
improvements as well as the construction of a primary canopy structure as well as one for the 
CoGo station and bike racks, a curb ramp, bike racks, and a CoGo Bike Share station. A solar array 
would be installed and secondary wayfinding components with a focus on bike loops that have a 
stop at the DCRC. Those bike loops include the Public Art Loop, Recreation Loop, Ice Cream Loop, 
Celtic Cocktail Loop and Fishing Loop. A bulk of the wayfinding for these bike loops is scheduled 
for completion in 2023.  
 
Table 1 below shows the current estimated itemized costs for this project: 
 
 
 

Figure 2:  Rendering of the Proposed DCRC Mobility Hub - Funding Option 1 
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Table 1: Estimated Itemized Costs - Funding Option 1 

 Estimated Costs 

Site Improvements $95,240 

Main Canopy $65,000 

Secondary Canopies $90,000 

Wi-Fi hotspot $4,000 

CoGo Bike Share Station $50,000 

Contingency (25%) $62,564 

Solar Array $30,000 

$20,000 Wayfinding $20,000 

ESTIMATED TOTAL $416,804 
 
Staff worked with the consultant to provide the necessary conduit for direct power to the CoGo 
station. While CoGo stations are solar powered throughout Central Ohio, operator Lyft has 
determined that connecting bike share stations to the local grid improves ability to charge the e-
bike batteries. By connecting the CoGo Bike Share station to the grid, Dublin will not be 
responsible for paying personnel to exchange e-bike batteries thus reducing operating costs. 
  
In order to fund the construction of the complete DCRC Mobility Hub in 2022, staff would include 
$175,000 in funding for the DCRC Mobility Hub in the supplemental appropriations Ordinance in 
March for City Council consideration. Currently, the unappropriated unallocated Capital 
Improvement Fund balance is approximately $3.1 million. 
 
In addition to the supplemental appropriation of $175,000, staff proposes to spend $125,000 in 
funds from the Shared Micro-mobility program. The $125,000 in funding for Shared Micro-mobility 
would cover the costs of the CoGo Bike Share station and the two canopies covering the station 
docks and bike racks. These components of the mobility hub most closely align with the intent of 
the Shared Micro-mobility funding as requested in the 2022-2026 CIP. Table 2 below illustrates the 
proposed funding sources for Funding Option 1. 
 

Table 2: Funding Option 1 Funding Sources 

 2022-2026 CIP DCRC Mobility Hub 

Supplemental Appropriation - $175,000 

Mobility Hubs $125,000 $125,000 

Shared Micro-mobility (CoGo) $360,000 $125,000 

TOTAL $485,000 $425,000 
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Funding Option 2 - Phased 
Under Funding Option 2, implementation would need to occur in two phases with the bulk of 
construction occurring in Phase 2, as shown in Figure 3. 

Under this funding option, staff proposes to complete the minimum mobility hub components that 
would satisfy the terms of the AARP Ohio grant including some site improvements and the main 
canopy structure. Under this option, staff would request funding in the 2023-2027 CIP to complete 
the mobility hub. This option would also result in duplication of costs for traffic control, 
maintenance of traffic, contractor mobilization and construction inspection services. Table 3 below 
illustrates the proposed funding plan for phased Funding Option 2. 
 

Table 3 Funding Option 2 Phased Funding Plan 

 2022-2026 CIP 2023-2027 CIP 

Mobility Hubs $125,000 $260,000 

Shared Micro-mobility (CoGo) $50,000 - 

TOTAL $175,000 $260,000 

 

Next Steps 

Staff will request approval of the proposed DCRC mobility hub from the Commission at the 
February 17, 2022 meeting. The final design of the hub will be completed by March and we 
anticipate a bid acceptance will be submitted for Council’s consideration in May.  
 

Recommendation 

Staff recommends Funding Option 1 as it would complete the construction construction of the 
DCRC Mobility Hub and avoid duplication of costs.  

Figure 3: Rendering of the Proposed DCRC Mobility Hub - Phased Funding Option 2 
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